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Remote sensing is the most practical way to acquire large amounts of land cover

data for monitoring and understanding environmental change, so it is important to

be able to map land cover from imagery. Maps defining land cover patches as

polygons rather than pixels greatly improve processing efficiency in models and are

often more relevant to the scale of biophysical processes. Defining boundaries

around homogeneous patches of an image is called segmentation. Assigning a cover

type label to a pixel or polygon is called classiflcation.

Accuracy of maps generated from images is generally specified in terms of

classification accuracy with no specification of spatial distribution of error. We

demonstrate need for spatial accuracy assessment by showing that even small

classification error rates can cause large changes in a standard landscape statistic,
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average patch compaction (APC). Furthermore, the common practice of reducing

classification error by forcing a minimum mapping unit size can increase error in

APC.

We also investigate the importance of segmentation evaluation functions as the

basis for scientific decisions, comparing algorithms, and driving optimizers. We

divide these functions into reference-based (scores are derived through comparison

to a "correct" reference segmentation) and heuristic (scores are based on attributes

of the image without knowledge of a reference).

We quantitatively measure performance of several evaluation functions embedded

in a region merging algorithm on ecological images where hand segmentations are

available. We explain their poor performance by showing that deterministic,

irreversible segmentation algorithms like region merging can only represent n of 2

possible segmentations for an initial segmentation containing n boundaries,

suggesting that evaluation functions must be learned. We demonstrate a reference-

based evaluation function as a target for learning. It achieves near optimal

performance inside a region merging algorithm, showing that poor evaluation

functions, not greedy algorithms, limit performance in region merging.

Finally, we describe a prototype segmentation editing tool we built to simplify

generating hand segmentations.



This work is of interest to landscape ecologists computing metrics from maps

derived from images, to remote sensing scientists evaluating their efforts in

generating those maps, and to developers of segmentation algorithms and

evaluation functions.
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Evaluation Functions in Aerial Image Segmentation

Chapter 1

Introduction

Background

The increasing importance of understanding and modeling global change has

created a need for large volumes of data relating to biological processes such as

carbon flux, albedo, and surface temperature. Similarly, there is an increasing need

to monitor the presence and condition of ecologically significant habitat types. An

important indicator for habitats and for biological processes is land cover, e.g.,

natural forest stands, recently burned fields, managed agroforestry plots and

severely grazed cattle pastures. Since remote sensing is the most practical way to

acquire large amounts of land cover data worldwide, it is important to be able to

identify and measure different types and characteristics of cover in satellite and

aerial imagery.

Determining land cover type and characteristics can mean several things. For

example, one task is to associate a categorical value such as vegetation type with

each pixel in an image. Another task is to associate some continuous value of

biological significance with each pixel, e.g., Leaf Area Index or Net Primary



Productivity. Other tasks require associating these same categorical and continuous

values with regions larger than a single pixel.

An important consideration in deriving this data is that maps defining land cover on

a pixel-by-pixel basis do not lend themselves to efficient linkages with biophysical

models, particularly at global and regional scales. Maps that specify ground cover

patches as polygons greatly improve processing efficiency and are often more

relevant to the scale of biophysical processes.

The process of defining polygon boundaries around homogeneous segments of an

image is called image segmentation. The assignment of some identifying class such

as forest or riparian zone to a pixel or to the contents of a polygon is called

classification.

The large number of images that need to be processed and the need for consistency

in interpretation have driven analysts to look for ways to automate segmentation

and classification instead of manually interpreting images. Manual interpretation is

so time-consuming that it is infeasible for large projects. Even when it is possible,

results are often inconsistent. The output of individual interpreters varies due to

subjectivity, variable attention, and the tedious nature of the work. The output of

multiple interpreters varies even more (McGwire, 1992).
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Consistency is important for environmental decision makers, since it is difficult to

defend policy based on inconsistent data. Reliable automated segmentation and

classification is one way to bring more consistency and more speed to the process.

However it is an extremely difficult problem. As David Man noted in his landmark

book on vision (Man, 1982, p.16): 'The common and almost despairing feeling of

the early investigators like B.K.P. Horn and T.O. Binford was that practically

anything could happen in an image and furthermore that practically everything did."

Countless segmentation algorithms have been proposed, but many of them are for

object recognition rather than the development of the fully mapped images that are

necessary in remote sensing for ecology. Of those that are suitable for remote

sensing, it is difficult to tell which, if any, are useful, since they are almost never

evaluated quantitatively, much less against a known conect segmentation. They are

generally presented in a paper with the results of running the algorithm on one or a

few images without any comparison to a segmentation that is defined to be conect

and the claim is essentially, "doesn't that look nice?" Moreover, the test images are

often high contrast images selected because they make the algorithm look good.

Few segmentation scoring methods have even been proposed until very recently

(Levine & Nazif, 1985; Zhang,YJ, 1996; Hoover et al.1996; Bowyer & Phillips,

1998). Those that have been proposed are usually specific to object recognition



where, unlike mapping, the only segments are the object of interest and the

background. One exception is Beauchemin and Thomson (Beauchemin &

Thomson, 1997), who summarize several area-based segmentation measures

relevant to remote sensing.

Classification error is not always a bad indicator of segmentation quality, but we

can easily show examples where it gives no spatial information at all. Figure 1.1

gives a simple example of how the same classification error can be distributed in

different spatial patterns. In that figure, the correct segmentation of an image is

given to be one large segment. Below it are three different segmentations that all

classify the image into two classes instead of one and have the same 50%

classification error, but very different segmentations. 50% is a large classification

error, but it is only intended to illustrate the point. Chapter 2 gives other examples

of how deceptive classification error can be in estimating spatial error.

There are many papers on accuracy assessment in remote sensing (Congalton &

Green, 1999; Stehman, 1997), but they generally describe criteria for assessment of

classification accuracy with no reference to segmentation correctness or localization

of spatial error in the classification error. However, in some applications, the

spatial distribution of classification error can have a significant impact on the

interpretation of the results.
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Figure 1.1 Different spatial distributions yielding the same classification error.

For example, in habitat mapping, the geometry and topology of corridors, edges,

and open ground are central to the survival, mobility, and proliferation of different

species. Distributing a fixed amount of classification error in different spatial

patterns can yield completely different conclusions about the viability of a

particular landscape for supporting particular ecological communities.

Another important consideration here is that once any kind of map exists, its

original purpose and assumptions are often forgotten or ignored. When someone

needs a map for a purpose other than the original, they frequently use it without

regard for the original author's assumptions and intentions in making the map.

This suggests that characterizing spatial error is important even if measuring

spatial quantities is not the original intent of the classified map.



There are several reasons for the lack of segmentation error measures. First, as

mentioned above, is the frequent assumption that classification error is

commensurate with spatial error, that is, if a classification is good, then the

polygons derived from it must also be good. Second, it is harder to define and

quantify what is meant by a good segmentation than a good classification, since we

can't just count up the pixels. Third, it is often difficult to get reference

segmentations to measure against.

Throughout this thesis, we will refer to measures of segmentation quality as

evaluation functions. In particular, we will define two types of evaluation

functions: reference-based and heuristic. Reference-based evaluation functions are

those based on comparison to another segmentation, the reference segmentation.

Heuristic evaluation functions are those that are based solely on the characteristics

of the segmentation being evaluated, that is, they are independent of any reference

segmentation.

The lack of reference-based segmentation evaluation functions is important for

other things besides comparing algorithms and evaluating the resulting maps as

inputs to scientific decisions. All segmentation algorithms must use a heuristic

evaluation function internally. Most of these evaluation functions are based on

rules of thumb about the visual qualities of a "good" segmentation such as
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uniformity of grey level throughout a region. However, these heuristics are broad

generalizations that are not necessarily appropriate for a particular application.

For example, one conmion heuristic is to give higher scores to segments that are

compact (i.e., have a small perimeter-to-area ratio). While this is often a good idea,

it is completely wrong for trying to segment linear features like roads and rivers

which have huge perimeters in comparison to their areas. The ability to better adapt

optimization evaluation functions to fit particular applications would enhance the

ability of the optimizer to find a good segmentation. While some heuristics do have

parameters that can be varied, the choice of those parameters still needs a basis in

the application of interest. A reference-based evaluation function can provide that

basis in that a good heuristic would be one that would predict the value of the

reference-based function.

All of these difficulties in defining evaluation functions combined with a lack of a

standard set of images with known segmentations have greatly impeded progress in

the development of segmentation algorithms for ecological applications. In turn,

this lack of good segmentation algorithms makes it difficult to automate the process

of developing spatially accurate maps from imagery.



Problem definition

Given this background, the broad problem addressed in this thesis is how to

develop improved methods of automating the segmentation of 2-dimensional

textured images and in particular, generating maps from aerial images used in

environmental research. We make no claim that segmentation is always required

for ecological image analysis. In some applications, classification alone is enough.

This research is only concerned with those cases where there is a need for maps of

polygons rather than just pixels, regardless of the reason for it.

More specifically, we are interested in

improving the consistency and accuracy of fully automated, task-

specific segmentation of ecological images,

methods for evaluating the spatial accuracy of the resulting

segmentations,

criteria for designing and choosing evaluation functions for external

evaluation and to drive an optimizer, and

methods for simplifying the hand segmentation of images.

For the purposes of this thesis, we restrict the problem to grayscale aerial images

where hand segmentations are available. In particular, we are interested in real



images of ecological significance where scientists have segmented the images by

hand for analysis of a problem of ecological importance. The restriction to real

problems and images makes the problem significantly more difficult, but it also

make the results meaningful. The restriction to grayscale images is partly a

practical matter of what segmented images were available, but it also addresses the

fact that grayscale alone is sufficient for human analysis of many images.

Our hypothesis is that the use and characteristics of both heuristic and reference-

based segmentation evaluation functions have a significant impact on the quality of

maps produced in image analysis for the generation of full image maps (as opposed

to applications like object recognition where only certain parts of the image need to

be segmented). The unifying thread of this thesis will be the analysis of these

evaluation functions.

Specific research questions that we will address

Is the measurement of classification accuracy sufficient to characterize

spatial error in land cover maps?

Is there a heuristic segmentation evaluation function for use in an

optimizer that is guaranteed to find the correct segmentation with

respect to a given reference segmentation?
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How do existing heuristic segmentation evaluation functions perform

on aerial images of ecological interest where a correct segmentation has

been defined?

Can we explain the behavior of simple segmentation algorithms like

region merging based on theoretical and empirically-measured

characteristics of the algorithm and the evaluation functions it

employs?

Are there useful ways of simplifying the hand segmentation of

reference segmentations for use either as training data for learning

algorithms or directly for analysis of ecological issues?

In the chapters that follow, we will address each of these questions in turn.
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Chapter 2

Examples of Significant Sensitivity of a Landscape Pattern Metric to Errors in
Land-Cover Classification

Landscape pattern metrics are often computed over land cover maps (derived from

classifications of remote sensing imagery) (Brown et al. (2000), Imbemon &

Branthomme (2001), Skole & Tucker (1993), Peralta & Mather (2000), Griffiths et

al. (2000)). However, these land-cover maps are not necessarily accurate.

Moreover, the accuracy is generally specified only in terms of the overall or per

class scores with no specification of the spatial distribution of the errors. Since

landscape metrics are inherently spatial, Hess (1994) raised the question of whether

the spatial distribution of the classification errors affects the landscape metrics, that

is, can classification error amplify error in landscape metrics or is it possible to

have different classified maps with the same overall classification error but

significantly different errors in the derived landscape metrics?

Little work has been done to address this question even though other questions

related to causes of error in landscape metrics have been examined. For example,

Saura and Martinez-Millan (2001) addressed questions regarding the effect of

spatial extent on landscape metrics, while Turner et al. (1989) and Wickham and

Riiters (1995) addressed the effects of spatial resolution. Hess and Bay (1997)
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proposed methods for generating confidence intervals on landscape metrics that are

based solely on the amount of each cover type in the landscape, but they did not

discuss metrics that are based on the geometry of patches. To our knowledge, the

only paper directly addressing this question is Wickham et al. (1997). In their

paper entitled "Sensitivity of Selected Landscape Pattern Metrics to Land-Cover

Misclassification and Differences in Land-Cover Composition", Wickham et al.

considered the effects of misclassification on several different metrics, including

some based on patch geometry. They state that: "Based on the data and methods

described herein, bias in landscape metrics does not appear to be amplified by land-

cover misclassification". While their conclusion is reasonable for the particular

landscape and error matrix that they used, we will show that this result was

dependent on the particular error matrix1 and landscape they chose and does not

generalize to all error matrices and landscapes.

Wickham et al. tested for error amplification by taking a subset of a correctly

classified map of the Chesapeake Bay Regional Watershed and generating a

slightly damaged version of that classified landscape. They created the damaged

landscape by randomly choosing pixels of each class and converting them to a

different class in such a way that the error totals for each class matched the

distribution in a specified error matrix. Given the damaged landscape, they

measured various landscape metrics on both the correct and the damaged landscape

1

Also known as a "confusion matrix."
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to determine the error in the metrics; They then averaged the errors in the metrics

over 100 trials.

In our experiments, we parallel the general structure of the experiments in

Wickham et al. (1997). We use similar assumptions about errors near patch

boundaries and similar classification accuracy levels. However, we use different

error matrices and different landscape structures so that we can show the role that

the underlying landscape geometry and error matrix play in determining error in a

landscape metric.

Choice of metric

Many different metrics have been proposed and are easily calculated using

programs such as Fragstats (McGarigal & Marks (1995)). Wickham et al.

measured four different metrics on their simulated landscape. They chose these

metrics based on previous factor analysis (Riiters et al.(1995)) where they

determined that three metrics represented orthogonal characteristics of a large

group of landscape metrics. One of those three metrics is Average Patch

Compaction (APC). APC is defined to be the average over the landscape of the

area of each patch divided by the area of the smallest square that can enclose it.

This measure ranges between 0 and 1 with values approaching 1 for square patches

and approaching 0 for linear patches. We will use only this metric as the basis for
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our experiments, since it is sufficient to demonstrate our claims and because we can

reason easily from its definition to design a landscape that encourages errors in the

metric even with low error rates in pixel classification.

For computational convenience, we define our measure of APC in a slightly

different way than Wickham et al. (1997). Rather than using strictly the smallest

square that encloses the patch (which might require squares that are rotated away

from the x-y axes), our APC uses the smallest square that encloses the patch and is

aligned with the x-y axes. While that does not take into account regions that would

be better handled by rotated squares, it should have little effect in our experiments,

because the original patches in our synthetic landscapes are also aligned with the

axes.

Formally, we define patch compaction as:

where

PCk

k= patch ID

pk number of pixels in patch

ak area of smallest axis-aligned square that encloses patch

(1)
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and average patch compaction (APC) as the average of patch compaction values for

one landscape:

where

PCk

APC k=1

K

K = number of patches in current landscape.

Design of the landscape

The definition of APC suggests that there are situations where it might be

(2)

vulnerable to errors in the classified image from which it is calculated. First, since

it is an unweighted average over all patches in the landscape, patches consisting of

just a pixel or two have just as much impact on the calculation as patches covering

most of the landscape. Since per pixel classifications often result in maps with a

salt and pepper appearance from isolated pixel misclassifications, we would suspect

that there are opportunities for error in the APC calculation wherever small groups

of isolated pixels are allowed to exist in the classification.

Second, defining APC using the largest enclosing square makes it unstable with

respect to classification errors in thin regions that separate pairs of regions that
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have the same class, for example, a river or a road separating patches of forest on

either side. Consider the extreme case in which two squares of forest are separated

by a road that is one pixel wide. A single misclassification of a road pixel as a

forest pixel will cause one square island to "bleed into" its neighbor. This

approximately doubles the width of the patch while leaving the length unchanged,

consequently cutting the APC value for the patch from a value of 1.0 to a value

near 0.5.

Given these vulnerabilities, we designed our synthetic landscape using only two

classes: square islands and a network of interconnecting corridors separating those

islands. While this is not a real landscape and has a blocky appearance, it does

have spatial characteristics of landscapes involving networks of long, thin regions

such as forests dissected by logging roads. Though its structure is simple, it is

sufficient to generate cases where classification error significantly affects error in

the APC metric.

We used this model to generate a family of landscapes based on a grid 10 squares

wide and 10 squares high. In all of our experiments, the size of each island was

fixed at 25 pixels wide and 25 pixels high. This size was intended to create regions

that were large enough so that random misclassification errors are unlikely to create



connected paths through them and yet small enough so that many replicates could

be created to give some variation and complexity to the simulated landscape.

Figure 2.1 Synthetic landscapes for narrow corridor. Corridor width = 1, non-
edge error probability = .2, left = correct, middle = damaged, right = cleaned.

-

-
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Figure 2.2 Synthetic landscapes for wide corridor. Corridor width = 11, non-edge
error probability = .1, left = correct, middle = damaged, right = cleaned.

We generated 6 different initial landscapes by varying the width of the corridors

separating the islands from 1 pixel to 11 pixels in steps of 2. These were chosen to

vary the difficulty with which random misclassification errors could create

connected paths bridging the corridors. The variation in relative sizes of islands



and corridors was intended to make it easier to look for effects of landscape

geometry on the landscape metric errors. Figure 2.1 shows examples of three

landscapes for one random trial with a very narrow corridor (1 pixel). The correct

and damaged landscapes are shown on the left, and what will be called the cleaned

landscape is shown on the right. The cleaned landscape results from the

application of a minimum mapping unit to the damaged classification. We will

discuss this in more detail in a later section. Figure 2.2 shows corresponding

examples for a comparatively wide corridor (11 pixels).

Error matrices

Since there are only two classes in this problem, the error matrix is very simple.

Wickham et al. (1997) generated landscapes with a misclassification rate around

10%, and we used this same rate in half of our experiments, since we wanted to

show that there can be problems even at these low error rates. However, many

applications have error rates higher than 10%, and there is evidence for the

existence of a general optimistic bias in the reporting of classification error

(Hammond & Verbyla (1996), Stehman (2001)). Therefore, in the other half of our

experiments, we chose an error rate of 20%, which is still a fairly small rate.

We also incorporated the assumption of Wickham et al. that error rates near patch

edges are higher than they are away from edges. They defined patch edges to be
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one pixel wide, but other research has suggested that a width of one pixel may be

optimistic, especially in heavily textured images. For example, in Edwards &

Lowell (1996), nine people photo-interpreted the same simulated forest images and

the variation in interpretation of boundaries was often greater than a single pixel.

Consequently, we split our experiments into two groups, one where the outermost

pixel of each patch was considered an edge pixel and the other half where the two

outermost pixels were considered edge pixels. In these edge pixels, we set the error

rate to be 10% higher than the error rate in the rest of the pixels.

Experiments

Given the preceding discussion, we end up with a set of 24 different combinations

of the 6 corridor widths, 2 classification error rates, and 2 edge widths. For each of

the different parameter settings, we created a "correct" landscape classification, that

is, a map with 0's for corridor pixels and l's for island pixels. Then, we visited

every pixel in the correct landscape and randomly introduced a classification error

according to the error rate (as determined by the background error rate and by

whether the pixel is an edge pixel). After every pixel was visited, the total

percentage classified correctly in the "damaged" classification was roughly equal to

the specified level, for example, 90% correct.
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The resulting damaged classification landscape has a salt and pepper appearance

due to the presence of many isolated error pixels. Some remote sensing

applications address this problem by defining a minimum mapping unit. To

account for this practice, we do the same here by running another program over the

landscape to clean it up. This program replaces all patches smaller than a specified

minimum mapping unit size (3 pixels) with the classification of the neighboring

patch (since there are only two classes, there can only be one neighboring patch).

This results in a "cleaned" landscape. Statistics are calculated for both damaged

and cleaned landscapes.

Throughout the paper we will refer to the three versions of each landscape as

correct, damaged, and cleaned. "Correct" denotes one of the original grid

landscapes. "Damaged" denotes the landscape generated in the simulator by

changing the classifications of randomly selected pixels in a correct landscape.

"Cleaned" denotes the landscape generated by aggregating pixels in a damaged

landscape into minimum mapping units. This means that cleaned landscapes are

not clean in the sense of being made correct. They are still damaged versions of the

original correct landscape; they just have less salt and pepper appearance than the

"damaged" landscapes.
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Each of the 24 different parameter combinations was treated as a separate

experiment where we generated 100 different damaged landscapes according to the

random damaging scheme mentioned previously. These damaged landscapes were

then used as input to a cleanup procedure that aggregated salt and pepper pixels to

produce one cleaned image corresponding to each damaged one. For the correct

landscape and for each of the 100 damaged and 100 cleaned landscapes, we

computed the average patch compaction three ways: within the island class, within

the corridor class, and for the landscape as a whole.

Given the classifications and the APC for each landscape, we calculated their error

rates. APC error and classification error are not measured in equivalent units and

therefore, cannot be compared directly. We can make them directly comparable by

converting each type of error to an error rate:

error
errorRate =

max PossibleError
(3)

Classification error is simply a count of pixels that are not classified correctly, and

the maximum possible error in a particular landscape depends only on the total

number of pixels in the landscape. Therefore, for one landscape, the total

classification error rate is
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totClsErr C +
(4)

PL

where

= number of pixels incorrectly labeled as corridor class,

ij = number of pixels incorrectly labeled as island class, and

p1. = number of pixels in the landscape.

For a given class, the per class user's classification error rate is defined to be the

percentage of all pixels that are labeled as the given class and do not belong to that

class. This is computed with respect to one parameter setting.

where

tclsperClsErr1
pc1s

(5)

ii = number of pixels incorrectly labeled as the given class and

Pcls = number of pixels labeled as the given class.

Rather than a count of pixels, APC error is a difference of two ratios whose values

each lie between 0.0 and 1.0. Standardizing APC error in the same way as

classification error gives
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IcorrectAPC testAPC
APCerrR ate =' . (6)

max PossibleAPCerr

Since APC lies in the interval [0,1], the largest possible APC error would at first

appear to be 1.0. However, this is only true if the APC value for the correct

landscape is either 0 or 1. Unlike maximum classification error, maximum APC

error is dependent on the layout of the correct landscape, not just the size of the

landscape. If the correct APC is 0.5, then the largest possible APC error for that

landscape is also 0.5. Therefore, the full definition of the APC error rate is:

IcorrectAPC testAPC
APCerrR ate =

I (7)
max(1 .0 correctAPC, correctAPC 0.0)

Given the error rates in equations 4, 5, and 7, we can now compare classification

error and landscape metric error directly. Our central claim is that as the

classification error rate increases, the landscape metric's error rate increases even

faster a phenomenon we call "amplification." If the landscape metric's error rate

is not amplified by the classification error rate, then we would expect APC error

rate classification error rate. To test for amplification, we define a measure of the

excess APC error, such that whenever this value is positive, it indicates that the

APC error has been amplified by the classification error:
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excessAPCerr APCerrR ate clsErrRate, (8)

where clsErrR ate is either totClsErr or perClsErr.

We now have a measure of amplification and a method for generating landscapes

with a given spatially-random distribution of errors.

Results

If classification error does not amplify error in landscape metrics, then on average,

the error in landscape metrics should be less than or equal to the classification

error. In this section, we will show plots of the excess APC error rates for each

class and for the landscape as a whole. First, we show three plots where the excess

error rates are plotted against the overall classification error rate (Figures 2.3-2.5)

and then, we show two more plots where they are plotted against the user's per

class classification error rate (Figures 2.6-2.7). Note that none of these plots show

the APC error rates themselves, since the excess error rates directly address the

question of error amplification. For example, the point in Figure 2.3 corresponding

to the highest excess APC error has a total classification error of 0.056 and excess
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APC error of 0.448, representing a total classification error of 0.056, but an average

APC error of 0.504 = 0.448 + 0.056.

In each of the figures, we show excess APC error vs. classification error for each of

the 24 experiments on damaged landscapes and for each of the 24 experiments on

cleaned landscapes. Each of the 48 points on the graph represents the average over

100 runs at a given parameter setting. No confidence intervals are shown, because

all of the 0.01 confidence intervals were so small that they were indiscernible on the

graph.
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Figure 2.3 Landscape Excess APC Error vs. Total Classification Error
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As a way of summarizing the results of the 24 experiments in each group, we also

display the median of the results of each group as a line on the graph. These are

not the medians of all the individual runs within the experiments; they are the

medians of the averages that resulted from each experiment. We used the median

because it gives a simple indication of the general trend of the results and avoids

giving excess weight to experiments whose results are considerably different than

the others. After we show all five of the graphs of damaged/cleaned pairings, we

show a bar chart with just the medians from each of the graphs to give an overview

of the relationships among all of the graphs (Figure 2.8).

Total classification error vs. Whole landscape APC error

We first consider the relationship between total classification error over the image

and excess APC error over the whole landscape. We consider this first because

total classification error is often used as a single summary indicator of the quality

of a classification of an image and consequently, might be also be interpreted as an

indicator of overall APC error rates.

Figure 2.3 shows the relationship between excess APC error for the landscape as a

whole and total classification error for the landscape. It shows that in the damaged

landscapes, total classification error does not amplify APC error for the landscape

as a whole since nearly all of the excess APC error rates are less than 0, with a
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median over the 24 experiments of -0.047. However, the median for the cleaned

landscapes is 0.202, and all of the values for the individual (cleaned) experiments

are well above 0. This implies that APC error over the whole landscape does

appear to be considerably amplified with respect to total classification error in the

cleaned landscapes.

Total classification error vs. per class APC error

Next, we consider the relationship between total classification error over the image

and excess APC error rates within classes. We consider this because users might

tacitly infer per class error rates in landscape metrics from total classification error

based on the same view of overall classification error as a summary quality

measure. Figures 4 and 5 show that such an inference can be completely

inappropriate.

Figure 2.4 shows the relationship between excess APC error for the corridor class

and total classification error for the landscape. It shows that error in the damaged

landscapes is considerably amplified, since the excess APC error rates there have a

median of 0.36 and range up to 0.65 even for total classification error just over 0.1!

In cleaned landscapes, the excess APC rates are still high with a median of 0.24,

though the largest value has dropped from 0.65 to 0.43. Clearly, in both cases,

APC error is greatly amplified with respect to total classification error.
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Figure 2.5 tells a somewhat different story for the island class. There, excess APC

values for the damaged landscapes are all less than 0 with a median of -0.07.

Cleaned landscape values are also much lower than in the corridor class, but they

still have a median value of 0.16 and a maximum of 0.23 indicating amplification

in the cleaned landscapes, even though they are not amplified in the damaged

landscapes.

Per class user's classification error vs. per class APC error

Since the total classification error does not necessarily reflect the APC error, we

now consider whether the per class user's classification error amplifies the APC

error. Figures 6 and 7 show the excess APC errors in relation to the per class user's

classification error.

Figure 2.6 shows the corridor class excess APC errors vs. user's classification error

for the corridor class. The corridor class values for damaged landscapes were

nearly all distributed in two bands greater than 0. The lower band was centered

around an excess of 0.1, while values in the higher band ranged from near 0.25 to

near 0.4, so user's error is amplified for the corridor class in these damaged

landscapes. Excess APC error dropped a small amount after cleanup, but remained

in two bands centered at points greater than 0. While the excess in the lower band

is greater than 0, it is arguable that the excess is small enough that it could be
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ignored. However, the values in the upper band range from approximately 0.2 to

0.3 for these landscapes, so the APC error is still amplified.

Note that unlike the previous graphs, the range of classification error rates on the x-

axis in Figure 2.6 extends up to approximately 0.8 instead of 0.25. This is

surprising at first glance, since the probabilities used to generate the errors in the

simulation were restricted to 10% and 20% (with an additional 10% for edge

pixels). This high error rate for the corridor class is an artifact of the way that the

simulated landscapes are generated, particularly when there is a large imbalance in

the number of pixels in the two classes. For example, in landscapes with very

narrow corridors, the total number of corridor pixels is small while the number of

island pixels is huge. These island pixels make errors at the overall landscape error

rate of 10 or 20%, but 20% of the island pixels is a large number relative to the

number of corridor pixels. This substantially increases the total number of pixels

classified as "corridor", but since all of these added pixels are errors, the user's

classification error for the corridor class is very large.

Figure 2.7 shows the values for the island class. Here, the excess APC values for

the damaged landscapes have a median of 0.01 with all values near 0 and many

values less than 0. Therefore, the user's classification error is commensurate with

APC error, and there is no amplification. In the cleaned landscapes, most of the



values are clustered around 0.2 instead of 0 and their median is at 0.18, so once

again, there is amplification.
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Figure 2.8 Median values of the excess APC error rates against both the overall
classification error and user's classification error. Each bar corresponds to one of
the median lines in the previous five figures showing details of the various
experiments. Each pair of bars represents those values for the corresponding pair
of damaged and cleaned landscapes. For example, the first bar in the first pair of
bars represents the median on damaged landscapes of the 24 excess APC error rates
for the entire landscape over the total classification error. The other bar in the first
pair represents the same value for the corresponding cleaned landscapes. These
two values correspond to the median lines shown in Figure 2.3. The numbers in the
table underneath the bars give the exact values for each of the bars.

Discussion

There are two main points to be seen from our results. First, in our simulated

landscapes, APC error is almost always larger than classification error, even when

classification error is small. Second, the common practice of using minimum
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mapping units to reduce classification error generally increases the gap between

APC error and classification error in our landscapes. These points are summarized

in Figure 2.8.

APC error amplification

Earlier we stated that if classification error does not amplify APC error in a

landscape, then the excess APC error should be less than or equal to 0. In Figure

2.8, the right hand bar of each pair of bars represents the median for cleaned

landscapes. In all five situations shown in Figure 2.8, the median is larger than 0,

ranging from 0.09 to 0.24. In the damaged landscapes (the left bar in each pair),

the situation is not quite so uniform. In 2 out of the 5 cases, the median was

considerably larger than 0 (0.36 and 0.15), and in 1 case the median was slightly

larger than 0 (i.e., 0.01). In the remaining 2 cases, (landscape vs. total

classification error and island vs. total classification error), the median difference

was less than 0 (-0.05 and -0.07 respectively).

Since the median difference is much greater than 0 in all but 3 of our experiments,

we must question any assumption that the classification error does not amplify the

APC error measured over the classified maps in these landscapes with the given
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types of misclassification errors. The most important example of unreliability is

the result shown for cleaned landscapes in Figure 2.3, where even for total

classification error rates as low as 5% in cleaned images, the excess APC error

rates are nearly 20%. This is important because this is a commonly encountered

situation, that is, comparing the total classification error to the total landscape

metric error on a landscape whose classification has been cleaned up by enforcing a

minimum mapping unit size.

Minimum mapping unit effects

The second main point to notice is that when we applied the common practice of

aggregating pixels into minimum mapping units to reduce classification error, we

found that this made the median of the excess APC errors worse for both the

landscape as a whole and for the island class. This is summarized in Figure 2.8, but

shown in more detail in Figures 3 and 5. In the case of the landscape as a whole

shown in Figure 2.3, the total classification errors for damaged landscapes are

grouped into two clusters, one around 0.13 and the other around 0.23. Cleaning up

the damaged landscapes by aggregating into 3-pixel minimum mapping units

improves the total classification errors so that the clusters are located at around 0.6

and 0.14 respectively. However, the excess APC errors for the whole landscape,

which were nearly all less than 0 in the damaged landscapes, shift to values greater
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than 0.2 in the cleaned landscape. A similar shift occurs for the island values

shown in Figure 2.5.

Cleaning up the landscapes improves the classification score, but surprisingly, it

makes the error rate in the landscape metric worse in these cases. This emphasizes

that classification error and landscape metric error can interact in unexpected ways

with other image processing operations.

Causal factors

An important question to consider is whether our results can be generalized to other

landscapes or if they are simply artifacts of the particular landscapes that we have

chosen. In fact, these results cannot be generalized to other landscapes or other

schemes of misclassification, since other applications will have different attributes.

We specifically chose this type of landscape to hamper the calculations of APC by

providing opportunities for the shattering and coalescing of regions. The purpose

of these experiments is not to make a general claim, but to demonstrate that it is

difficult to generalize about the relationship between classification error and error

in calculation of any spatial landscape metric from a classified map without a great

deal more study of the causal factors paired with the particular metric. Our results

show that at least one metric can be weak with respect to different characteristics of



the spatial structure of the landscape and the spatial and numeric distribution of the

classification errors. These results suggest that the introduction of any landscape

metric should be accompanied by studies of its robustness with respect to errors in

the data from which it is derived.

There is, as yet, no body of theory or systematic experimentation in either

landscape ecology or remote sensing to allow reliable predictions of the

relationship between errors in classification and errors in the calculation of a spatial

landscape metric over a land-cover map containing misciassifications. The small

set of experiments that we have described here has considered only one metric, one

type of landscape, and a few simple causal factors. A more comprehensive theory

or set of experiments might be based on neutral models like those described in

Gardner et al.(1987), Gardner & O'4eill (1991), Milne (1992), ONeill et al. (1992),

With & King (1997), Keitt (2000) and would need to identify and evaluate many

more factors and the relationships among them, for example, landscape

connectivity and geometry (patch sizes, patch shapes, and their distributions). It

would also need to consider class structure (number of classes, distribution of

pixels among classes, location of classes relative to each other) and

misclassification errors (overall percent correct, per class error distribution, relative

costs of different types of errors). There is a need for neutral models that go
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beyond spatial distribution of patches over a landscape to consider spatial

distribution of misclassification over patches and landscapes.

While we only examined the APC metric in our experiments, any metric that tries

to measure gaps between classes or connectivity and percolation in the landscape

might also be susceptible to classification errors in a landscape containing networks

such as those described here.



Chapter 3

Methods

In this chapter we will briefly define two evaluation functions based on comparing a

segmentation to a reference segmentation rather than measuring visual

characteristics of the image such as uniformity of grey level within a region. Once

we have settled on an evaluation function, we define an evaluation procedure and a

test set for comparing segmentation algorithms with the goal of estimating how they

will perform in general on data not yet seen, as opposed to within the images they

were trained on.

In particular, we want to define our test procedures so that they are fully automatic

and no human judgement or skill has to be factored out of the performance of the

algorithms. We especially want to eliminate common human interventions in remote

sensing operations such as cluster validation. While most real remote sensing

projects will involve human intervention, we want to address the problem of

separating out the utility of particular evaluation functions, and we want to begin to

address the problem of fully automatic algorithms for very high volume applications

of the future where for example, global land cover classifications are done

repeatedly and frequently for input to ecological models and for change detection.
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Definition of symmetric difference evaluation functions

Throughout the rest of this thesis we will describe segmentation experiments where

we evaluate the correctness of segmentations with respect to a reference

segmentation that is defined to be correct. In classification, the label for a pixel is

independent of the label for any other pixel, so the accuracy of a classification can be

measured by some variation on counting the number of pixels with the correct class

label. In segmentation, pixels may be explicitly labeled with an arbitrary segment

identifier or implicitly labeled simply by being enclosed by a boundary. Since the

labels are arbitrary andlor dependent on other pixels, it is more difficult to define a

measure of segmentation correctness.

In what follows, we will refer to the segmentation that is defined to be correct as the

"reference" segmentation. The segmentation for which we are computing a score

will be called the "test" segmentation.

We can derive a measure by looking at segmentation from the point of view of a

single pixel in relation to all other pixels in the image. The essence of segmentation

is to answer the question, are any two given points enclosed in the same region?

Figure 3.1 shows an example of a segmentation from the point of view of one pixel

in that segmentation.
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Figure 3.1 Segmentation scoring with respect to a single pixel

In that figure, we show the overlay of the test segment containing the pixel of

interest and the reference segment containing that pixel. In relation to that pixel,

pixels that are correctly segmented are those that are in the same segment with it in

both the test segmentation and the reference segmentation. These are the "true

positive" pixels. Pixels in the same test segment but not in the same reference

segment are considered "false positives." Pixels in the same reference segment but a

different test segment are considered "false negatives." Pixels outside either the test
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segment or the reference segment are true negatives. Given these four sets, we can

now compute a score for the pixel.

The pixels that are correctly segmented with respect to the pixel of interest are in

either the true positive set or the true negative set, so the measure of correctness is

the total number of "true" pixels. Since we would like the scores to be comparable

both within and among images, we need to normalize them. We can divide by the

total number of pixels in the image to do that. However, in most segmentations, the

number of true negative pixels will be huge with respect to any given pixel and that

will make the score high for almost every pixel, and the score will not tell us much.

We can remedy this by ignoring the true negative pixels when we compute the score

and normalize by something else. We will define our measure of correctness to be

the number of true positives for the pixel, normalized by the size of the union of the

test and reference segments containing the pixel. We will discuss the reasons for

these choices in a later chapter when we discuss the design and selection of

reference-based evaluation functions in general. For now, we will simply state the

definition.

This kind of measure is sometimes called a symmetric difference measure, since the

errors in the segmentation are the pixels in the symmetric difference of the two sets
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(i.e., the set of points in the union of the test and reference segments but not in the

intersection). We will refer to this measure as SymDiff_nonQ. (We will shortly

define another measure called SymDiff_Q.) We will define SymDiff_nonQ for one

pixel as

where

TP
symDffnonQ (3.1)

TP+FP+FN'

TP = number of true positive pixels with respect to the given pixel,

FP = number of false positive pixels with respect to the given pixel, and

FN = number false negative pixels with respect to the given pixel.

The SymDiff_Q measure mentioned above is similar to the SymDiff_nonQ measure

except that it represents the SymDiff_nonQ score for the best segmentation that

could be constructed by merging some or all regions in an existing segmentation. If

we view a segmentation's score as a reward, then this measure can be seen as the

optimal final reward available to a region merging algorithm starting from the

current segmentation.

In a sequential decision process such as region merging, a decision to merge or not

merge two regions could be based on the immediate reward (i.e., maximizing the

improvement in the SymDiff_nonQ score after one merge) or on the final reward
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(i.e., minimizing the loss in the SymDiff_Q function over the remainder of the merge

sequence). The normal approach in region merging and other greedy optimizers is

to maximize the immediate reward. However, we are interested in considering how

to optimize for the long term reward, so the SymlDiff_Q function is of interest in our

research.

We can compute an approximation to this function by laying each test segment over

the reference segmentation and assigning the test segment the segment number of

the reference segment that it most overlaps. After we do this for every test segment,

we have a new test segmentation representing the best reachable segmentation from

the original test segmentation. We can then compute the SymDiff_nonQ score for

that segmentation, and that is what we have defined to be the SymlDiff_Q score.

Given either of these scores for a single pixel, we can compute an average score for

an image as the sum of all pixel scores normalized by the size of the image.

Data Sets

Finding aerial images of ecological interest where someone has taken the time to

create a segmentation by hand proved to be the most difficult part of this entire

thesis. There is no shortage of classified images where classifications have been



aggregated into polygons, but these are not appropriate for this research, since we

are interested in generating segmentations that are independent of classification.

The mind-numbing tedium of digitizing segmentations by hand meant that we were

only able to find two data sets large enough to supply multiple sample images and

segmentations. Unfortunately, one of those sets came too late in the project to be

included in this thesis; it will be included in future work.

The images used in this thesis came from a set of 1:24000 black and white aerial

photos taken for a study of salt marshes in Lake Clark National Park, Alaska in

1993. A biologist spent an Alaskan winter digitizing segmentations and classifying

the segments for types of vegetation using stereo pairs of images. He then went out

and verified the resulting maps during a field season.

The images were later scanned and the boundaries digitized. The images were

numbered according to their position along the line of flight of the aircraft that

photographed them. We have used every image where there were no problems with

the scanning and digitizing: images 8, 9, 26, 27, 31, and 38. Since the study was

concerned only with salt marshes, parts of each image were masked out and not

included in the segmentations. All of our experiments are done in the unmasked

part of these images.
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All of these images were far too large to allow the repeated test runs required in this

research, so we wrote a program to extract 300 x 400 pixel regions from random

locations in the image with the provision that at least 3/4 of the resulting smaller

image was not masked out. These new images were named LaclO8a_Subl,

LaclO9_Sub 1, Lac126_Subl, Lac127_Subl, Lacl3 1_Sub!, and Lacl3 8_Subi, and

that is how they are identified in plots and tables showing the results of

segmentations. These images are shown in Figures 3.2 through 3.7.

Figure 3.2 Original image LaclOSa_Subi
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Figure 3.3 Original image LaclO9_Subi

Figure 3.4 Original image Lac126_Subl



Figure 3.5 Original image Lac127_Subl

Figure 3.6 Original image Lacl3l_Subl



Figure 3.7 Original image Lac138_Subl

Originally, we also randomly drew two images from this set (LacI3l and Lac138) to

designate as the test set while the rest of the images were to be used for training.

We made this separation to allow for measurements that would give some insight

into the performance of the algorithms on previously unseen data, but in the end,

that didn't matter. The region merging algorithms didn't do well enough to be

concerned with making a claim about how they would perform on other data sets.

In future experiments, we will want to make this kind of separation of the test and

training set or at least use cross-validation. For this thesis, we are more concerned

with identifying a methodology for evaluating evaluation functions than we are with

claiming that a certain segmentation algorithm performs well.



One final thing worth mentioning is that we are only using grey scale images. While

that may seem limiting to some, it is actually a better test of the algorithms, since

humans are able to segment directly from grey scale images.

Now that we have the evaluation functions defined and the images identified, we are

ready to describe the segmentation algorithms and experiments. This is the subject

of the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Region Merging Segmentation for Remote Sensing

Once we have defined our test data and evaluation procedures, we are ready to

consider some segmentation algorithms. In this chapter, we will briefly review the

segmentation literature and then discuss a set of experiments on a fully automated

segmentation procedure that uses segmentation evaluation functions as part of its

algorithm. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the algorithm that we have

chosen and the reasons for that choice and to present the results of using this

algorithm on a set of aerial images. The experiments will show that this algorithm

does not perform well on these images, but the framework provided by the

algorithm does provide an excellent structure for attempting to separate out and

understand the role of evaluation functions in the full segmentation of difficult

textured images such as those found in ecological and medical applications. That

analysis is done in subsequent chapters.

Literature Review

Innumerable methods for segmentation and classification of images have been

proposed since the early 1970s. These methods generally begin by applying various
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kinds of filters and transforms to the original pixel values to remove noise and to

enhance, detect, and smooth features. Subsequent processes attempt to group the

pixels into regions and/or to classify them based on the features. This section will

briefly summarize some of the major classes of transforms and algorithms. No

attempt is made to be comprehensive, since the literature is vast and spread across

many fields (forestry, geology, microscopy, pattern recognition, psychology,

medical radiology, etc.).

For purposes of this discussion, I will group the various methods and data sources

as follows: raw features, standard transforms, meta-transforms, application-specific

knowledge, grouping, and classification.

Raw features

The raw features in a given application express information about the scene in a

particular representation. Typically, this representation is characterized by two

variables, one spectral and one spatial. Spectrally, images are expressed in terms of

a number of bands, where each band is sensitive to a certain range of wavelengths

of electromagnetic radiation. For example there are grey scale images (1 band),

three color images (3 bands), multispectral images (typical current satellite images

with 4 to 7 fairly narrow bands whose contents are germane to ecological and

geological processes), and hyperspectral images (such as upcoming satellite images
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with hundreds of very narrow bands). Spatially, these images vary in resolution

according to the sensor which recorded them. For example, current imaging

includes images ranging from 1 m resolution to 30 m resolution and beyond. The

different spectral and spatial characteristics of these images are important to any

application because they determine the limits of what can and cannot be sensed in

the image.

Standard transforms

Many processes and transforms are commonly applied by different segmentation

and classification algorithms. Among these are ones for image enhancement,

coordinate change, and texture identification.

Enhancement operations aimed at increasing contrast include histogram

equalization and homomorphic transforms (Deng et al., 1995). Other

enhancements may be directed at removing noise, e.g., by smoothing the image

(Nagao & Matsuyama, 1979; Wang et al., 1983).

Coordinate change transforms can be useful for several reasons. For example, in

some cases changing from the common RGB (red-green-blue) color coordinates to

HSI (hue-saturation-intensity) coordinates has been used in trying to eliminate the

effects of differential illumination (Rurlbert & Poggio, 1988). In other situations,



very specific transforms can be useful for particular applications. For example, the

principal components transformation can sometimes be used to reduce the number

of features to be given to a classifier (Picard et al., 1993; Shang & Brown, 1994). It

can also be used to create more domain-specific transforms like the Tasseled Cap

transform (Cohen et aL, 1995), which has coordinate axes that attempt to represent

variables of interest to vegetation classification, i.e., brightness, greenness, and

wetness.

Transforms that attempt to identify texture in images are among the most important

in many applications, since images of natural scenes seldom contain areas of

uniform spectral value. Many image processing packages provide simple statistical

measures such as variance over a neighborhood (Levine, 1985), but there is a whole

range of complexity of measures. One of the most commonly cited measures is

Haralick's grey level co-occurrence matrix (Baraldi & Parmiggiani, 1995; Haralick

& Shapiro, 1985). This method constructs a matrix of grey level co-occurrences

between pixels at a fixed distance and angular relation in an image and then

computes statistics on that matrix to use as features. This method is frequently

cited, but extremely computationally intensive and not that effective (duBuf et al.,

1990). Another frequently cited but often more effective method is that due to

Laws (Laws, 1980). He constructed a small set of simple convolution masks which

can be efficiently computed and their set of outputs used as a feature vector. More
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complex filter-based methods include Gabor filters (Caelli, 1993; du Buf, 1992),

which attempt to emulate characteristics of human visual filters, and wavelet filters

(Lame & Fan, 1993; Unser, 1993), which provide information from multiple

resolutions. Many other texture detectors have been proposed, and some of these

use techniques other than filtering, e.g., Markov Random Fields (Geman & Geman,

1984) and Woodcock's simple adaptive scheme based on variance (Woodcock &

Ryherd, 1989). This paragraph touches on a tiny fraction of the texture algorithms

that are available. Some more comprehensive reviews can be found in (Augusteijn

et al., 1993; Conners & Harlow, 1980; du Buf et al., 1990; Reed & du Buf, 1993).

Meta-transforms

Some transforms are generally not performed on the original image, but rather on

the results of other transforms. These 'meta-transforms' include processes to

change scale or resolution, fuse multiple features, and detect edges.

Edge detection is the most common of these transforms, and it can be performed on

the original image features or on the outcome of other transforms, e.g., texture and

smoothing filters or fusion processes. This is perhaps the single most consistently

active area of vision research. Much of the literature is devoted to trying to prove

the optimality of different detectors for different types of edges such as step, ramp,

roof, etc. (Petrou & Kittler, 1991). Methods range from simple filters emulating
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local measures of the first derivative (Pratt, 1991) to methods based on finding the

zeroes of the second derivative (Canny, 1986; Torre & Poggio, 1986) to complex

iterative schemes such as anisotropic diffusion (Perona & Malik, 1987). These

iterative methods are attempts to find the optimal scale for detecting a given edge.

This is necessary since derivative-based methods tend to be very noisy and find

many irrelevant edges.

The question of determining the appropriate scale for detecting and understanding

features of interest is another large area of research. Part of this work has to do

with trying to compress the amount of information being considered to allow both

reduction of storage and reduction of complexity through consideration of more

abstract levels with less detail. One school of thought focuses primarily on pyramid

representations of data (Rosenfeld, 1984; Woodcock & Harward, 1992), while

another focuses on scale-space representations using multiple levels of Gaussian

smoothings (Lindeberg, 1993). This scale-space view is originally due to Witkin

(Witkin, 1983) and claims that a Gaussian smoothing is the only technique that

insures that no new edges are introduced into the image as successively higher

levels of smoothing are applied. More recently, wavelets have become an

important area of research on multiple resolution representations (see texture

references above).
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Regardless of what transforms are applied to an image, the result is usually an

explosion of new features which often need to be fused in some way before they

can be useful. Many of the fusion techniques come from the robotics literature,

where multiple sensors are providing information simultaneously. Most fusion

techniques in vision amount to using some fairly simple arithmetic or logical rule to

combine features, e.g., max, mm, sum, average, etc. More sophisticated techniques

have been suggested for combining gradient estimates (Beil, 1994), e.g., computing

a tensor gradient (DiZenzo, 1986). Fusion could also be important in combining

data from sources external to the image, e.g., slope, aspect, climate, and multi-

temporal information (Lunetta et al., 1991; Price et al., 1992). However, this kind

of fusion is usually not explicit, i.e., the extra features are simply concatenated to

the input vector.

Segmentation

Procedures for segmenting images can be grouped in different ways, but I will

distinguish them based on whether they provide a full segmentation of the image at

all times or only a partial segmentation. In the latter case, the results may need to

be cleaned up depending on when you stop the algorithm, e.g., connecting

discontinuous edges after edge detection.
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Algorithms that provide fully segmented images at any time usually either start with

each pixel as a region and then continually merge adjacent regions based on some

measure of their similarity (Chang & Li, 1995) or start with the whole image as one

region and continually split regions based on some measure of their lack of

uniformity. There are also split and merge algorithms which combine the two

approaches (Chen et al., 1991; Cross et al., 1988; Pavlidis & Liow, 1990).

Algorithms that do not always have a fully segmented output are usually based on

detecting edges or on growing regions by accretion of adjacent pixels rather than

merging of full regions. Edge-based techniques usually require procedures for edge

detection, noisy edge removal, and edge thinning and continuation (Ferreira &

Ubeda, 1994). Thinning is usually required, because edge detection filters will

respond on both sides of an edge and in other nearby pixels. Continuation

(Dayanand et al., 1994; Nitzberg et al., 1993) is usually required, because closure of

a segment often involves bridging gaps in an edge. A fundamental conflict in any

edge detection algorithm is the tradeoff between error in localization and detection.

Uniformly smoothing the image to remove noise in the gradient can mask the true

location of the edge, so recent algorithms have attempted to apply locally adaptive

techniques for smoothing along the direction of an edge, but not across it

(Bergholm, 1987).



Accretion-based techniques start from seed regions and gradually add pixels to

these regions until regions meet. These methods are primarily represented by

variations of the watershed algorithm (Jones, 1994; Vincent & Soille, 1991). This

algorithm looks for areas of maximal uniformity in color or intensity and spreads

regions out from these points until they meet at points of minimal uniformity.

These boundaries are considered watersheds between the poois of uniformity.

Classification

Three primary methods of classification are found in the vision literature:

supervised, unsupervised, and knowledge-based. Many texture segmentation and

classification algorithms use unsupervised classification by clustering feature

vectors to form regions or classes (Cohen et al., 1995; Jam & Farrokhnia, 1990).

Supervised learning in remote sensing is most often done using an algorithm based

on maximum likelihood (Conese et al., 1993; Conese & Maselli, 1991; Franklin &

Wilson, 1992; Gomarasca et al., 1993), although recent work has made more use of

neural network techniques (Benediktsson et al., 1990; Bischoff et al., 1992;

Heermann & Khazenie, 1992). Knowledge-based techniques were more popular in

the 1980's (Suetens & Oosterlinck, 1987), but they still have adherents today

(Kontoes et al., 1993; Ton et al., 1991), especially in medical image processing

(Suh et al., 1993).
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Most ecological applications in image understanding are restricted to classification

of individual pixels rather than generating classified polygons (regardless of

whether the polygons were segmented and then classified or classified and then

segmented). However, segments can also be classified, and some research has

shown this to be more accurate than classifying the original pixels (Lobo et al.

1996; Lobo, 1997).

Choice of segmentation algorithm for these experiments

In spite of the huge number of algorithms that researchers have produced in the last

30 years, there is still no general solution to the problem of segmenting and

classifying images. However, from the review of the literature we can see that there

is a general structure to the approaches people have taken to segmentation. All

algorithms begin with defining a set of features such as grey level intensity, color,

and texture. Most then define an edge detector over those features so that they can

produce an edge map consisting of values indicating a local measure of "edginess"

for each pixel. Next, they attempt to either link these "edgels" into likely

boundaries in the image or use them to directly define a set of regions in the image.

Generally, these lines or regions are then aggregated or subdivided in some way to

form regions or boundaries at a scale corresponding to objects of interest in the

image.



Because we are interested in full automation and because of the difficulties

involved in forming fully closed regions from partial boundaries, in this thesis we

examine algorithms that work directly from fully enclosed primitive regions rather

than those that try to link edgels. In particular, we will begin with the watershed

algorithm (Vincent & Soille, 1991). This algorithm is useful because it does not

require parameterization, it produces a complete segmentation without the need for

edge-linking algorithms, it produces well-motivated boundaries, and there are

relatively fast algorithms for computing it.

The watershed algorithm is based on drawing an analogy between edginess in an

image and topography in a landscape. Applying an edge detector to each pixel of

an image should result in low values of "edginess" at pixels in areas of uniform

color or intensity and high values near edges between regions of relative uniformity.

If we view these edge values as if they were elevations, we can see something like

a topographic map of the image where elevation corresponds to edginess. If we

gradually flood the landscape from the lowest elevations upward, then the points

where these lakes meet will correspond to the watershed boundaries of the

landscape. In the image, these watersheds correspond to boundaries between

regions of relative uniformity.
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The primary problem with the watershed algorithm is that it produces far too many

segments, because edge values at particular pixels are so local in their scope that

they are overly sensitive to noise and texture in the image. So, even though all of

the regions are nicely closed, they must be merged somehow into larger regions

matching the scale of interest. It is worth trying to find a way to merge the

watershed segments for two reasons. First, even though there are too many

boundaries, the overly sensitive nature of the algorithm implies that a good

approximation to the correct boundary can often be found within the

oversegmentation if we can just determine which extra boundaries need to be

thrown away. Second, searching the space of merges of segments is less

computationally demanding than searching at the level of determining the

assignment of every pixel to a region.

Morphological reconstruction is one method proposed for cleaning up the

oversegmentation by removing low contrast boundaries and has been shown to

produce visually pleasing segmentations for many images (Soille, 1999). It is an

iterative thresholding algorithm that is not easy to describe. However, Najman and

Schmitt reformulated the same operation in terms of what they call edge saliencies

(Najman & Schmitt, 1996). Not only is their reformulation easier to understand,

but it removes the iterative component of the morphological version.
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Their description is based on assigning what they call a "saliency" to the boundary

between each pair of adjacent regions in the image. The saliency is defined to be

the difference between the minimum value of the edge height between the two

regions and the minimum edge value of all pixels within the two regions.

Boundaries where the difference between the boundary edge height and the region

edge height is small are assumed to be due to noise and are removed.

The algorithm works by computing a saliency for all boundaries in the image and

putting them on a priority queue ordered by saliency. The user chooses a threshold

value for these saliencies and boundaries are popped off the queue one at a time

with each boundary whose saliency is below the threshold removed and the regions

merged. After each merge, saliencies for boundaries of the newly merged region

are recalculated with respect to the neighbors and put on the queue replacing the

boundaries of the two regions that were merged.

This algorithm is straightforward to implement and runs much more quickly than

the iterative morphological reconstruction algorithm. (In preliminary experiments,

we found that the morphological algorithm could require hundreds of iterations

over the image before it converged.) The saliency algorithm produces the same

visually pleasing results and made it interesting for us to consider as a method for

segmenting ecological images.
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More importantly, it suggested a unified framework for considering the behavior of

region merging algorithms. Since the saliency algorithm is just a greedy region

merger with a specific heuristic evaluation function, we can easily substitute

different heuristic biases into the framework in place of that supplied by minimum

reconstruction to see how they perform.

Reasons for using region merging

Region merging algorithms are known to have problems, but in spite of that, they

became interesting as a vehicle for this research for several reasons. First,

morphological reconstruction gave good enough results visually to be worth

considering. Second, we were interested in the question of how much of the

performance of segmentation algorithms based on optimization was due to

evaluation functions vs. the algorithms themselves. Region merging provided a

simple structure for separating the two and it runs quickly enough to allow many

different tests. Combinatorial algorithms such as simulated annealing and genetic

algorithms are much, much slower. Finally, we were involved in research in

reinforcement learning in other domains and region merging could be formulated as

a (difficult) reinforcement learning problem. Reinforcement learning is concerned

with learning evaluation functions for sequential decision problems and region

merging is exactly that. The problem is that at any given step in the process, there



is a huge number of possible actions to choose from and that makes the problem

very difficult for reinforcement learning. While reinforcement learning was one of

the original reasons for looking at region merging, it is beyond the scope of this

thesis.

In summary, one could argue that there may be better segmentation methods, but in

this thesis we choose this algorithm so that we can do three things at once: 1)

examine an algorithm in the context of aerial imagery for ecological analysis, 2) use

it as a model for evaluating optimizing segmentation algorithms and their

evaluation functions, and 3) use it as a framework that allows us to separate the role

of the evaluation function from the role of the algorithmic steps in the segmentation

method. We could have chosen other optimizing methods like simulated annealing,

but this one has a number of practical advantages for addressing the questions of

interest here. We leave it to future work to consider algorithms more robust than

region merging.

Segmentation as optimization

Many researchers have looked at segmentation in terms of optimization. Morel and

Solimini give one of the most general discussions of this approach and describe

how to convert any segmentation algorithm into a variational method (Morel &



Solimini, 1995). Ideally, one could evaluate the results of an action during

optimization by comparing them to the correct answer in some reference

segmentation. However, except at training time, the correct answer is not known.

This means that there must be some surrogate for the reference evaluation function

during optimization.

In Morel and Solimini and other similar work, the evaluation is computed as a

heuristic function of attributes of the action's result, for example, how

homogeneous is a region or how compact. In their discussion, they show that a

large number of seemingly disparate evaluation functions can be reduced to a single

formulation called the Mumford-Shah equation. Equation 4.1 shows the function,

and we can see that minimizing this function amounts to searching for regions with

short boundaries (i.e., compact regions) and low variation in grey level within each

region:

where

MS(g,R,K) = )K+
R Ecr (g(i) -g0(r))2, (4.1)

R = the set of all regions r in the segmentation of the image

g(i) = grey level of pixel i in region r

g0(r) = average grey level of region r



K = total boundary length in image

= weight for boundary length

The problem with any heuristic evaluation function is that its expression is nearly

independent of the application where it is used. The focus of most segmentation

research is on the algorithm used to optimize the evaluation function rather than on

the evaluation function without examining the contribution of the evaluation

function itself. The evaluation function they use to demonstrate the optimizer is

usually based on generalized definitions of the attributes of a good segmentation

rather than on how well the results match the correct answer for the user's specific

problem. If the attribute evaluation function is not a good match to the user's

evaluation, then the optimizer will not find the correct answer for the given

application. An example of this mismatch is an evaluation function that values

round, compact regions, but that is used in an application with many linear regions

such as roads or riparian zones.

An alternate method for optimizing the selection of actions is to use knowledge of a

number of different actions and how to combine them and/or choose among them.

Rule-based systems such as those of Matsuyama (Matsuyama, 1990) provide an

expert's viewpoint on how to use and combine the different actions. While these

systems all provide greater power in action selection, they are constrained by the



quality of the knowledge used to initialize them and consequently, they are unable

to adapt to new situations without the expert who provides their knowledge.

Experiments with region merging

We will now discuss a series of experiments using six different evaluation

functions on six images. We will examine three different heuristic evaluation

functions, two functions based on knowledge of the correct segmentation, and a

function that simply returns a random number between 0 and 1 as the saliency of a

boundary. The Random function will be used as a baseline to compare with the

performance of the other algorithms. All of the different evaluation functions will

be referred to as "saliency functions," since they will be substituted into the

algorithm in place of the saliency function originally used for reconstruction.

The three heuristic functions are Mumford-Shah, mean grey level difference

between regions, and morphological reconstruction via saliencies. The Mumford-

Shah and reconstruction heuristics were discussed above. The Mumford-Shah

equation has one parameter that weights the boundary length term and for all of our

tests, that weight was set to 3072. This is not completely fair to the algorithm and

our results are only applicable to that particular setting of the weight. However, for

the number of tests we needed to run, there was only time to try one value. This



value was chosen as a compromise based on values used in the Morel and Solimini

book. A different value may give very different results in this application, but we

are more concerned with developing the process for considering evaluation

functions than with an exact characterization of these particular heuristics.

The mean grey level saliency will be computed as just the difference in grey level

between adjacent regions. This simple heuristic captures the lowest level

expectation of a segmentation that if two adjacent regions are nearly the same grey

level, then they should be merged.

In the results below, these three algorithms will be referred to as Mumford,

MeanGrey, and MinRecon. The name MinRecon is used because the

reconstruction algorithm is based on the minimum edge values in the boundaries

and regions. Since the minimum is not a very robust statistic, we also tested a

version based on using the median instead of the minimum, since it is not so

sensitive to outliers. Those results are not presented here because we found no

improvement in using the median and it was considerably more expensive to

compute than the minimum.

The two evaluation functions based on the correct segmentation are derived from

the reference evaluation functions discussed earlier: the Q and nonQ version of the



symmetric difference measure. They will be referred to as SymDiff_Q and

SymDiff_nonQ, respectively. In each case, the saliency for a boundary is computed

as the difference between the score for the image if the two regions are merged vs.

unmerged. These two evaluation functions are of interest because they allow us to

compare the heuristic functions against what a perfect evaluation function might do.

More importantly, in subsequent chapters we will consider the possibility of

learning an evaluation function and these two functions provide possible target

functions for learning.

In each experiment, we first smooth the image with a 3x3 median filter to reduce

noise. This filter replaces each pixel with the median grey value of a 3x3

neighborhood centered on that pixel and is effective in removing extremely noisy

pixels.

Next, we run a multi-scale morphological edge detector over the image (Song &

Neuvo, 1993). This edge detector computes the maximum grey level difference

between a pixel and all other pixels in a 3x3 neighborhood and in a 5x5

neighborhood, then averages the two values in an attempt to find edges that may be

present at different scales.
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Given the resulting edge map, we then run the watershed segmenter over the image to

produce what we will refer to as the "primitive segmentation." Before each region

merging experiment, one saliency function is designated as the "driving saliency

function" because the region merger will use the saliencies of that function to

determine what merges to make. The driving saliency for each boundary between

adjacent regions is then calculated and placed on the priority queue.

Once the queue is initially loaded, region merging proceeds by sequentially popping

boundaries off of the queue in order from least salient to most salient until all regions

have been merged. Since every merge reduces the number of regions by exactly one,

the whole process will take exactly n-i merges to complete (where n is the number of

primitive regions). As each merge is completed, both the Q and nonQ scores for the

image are calculated and written to a file so that we can produce a graph showing the

progress of the merge sequence.

Figures 4.1 through 4.6 show each primitive segmentation laid over the image from

which it was generated. The primitive segment boundaries are shown in blue. The

reference segmentation boundaries are shown in red. Places where the primitive and

reference segmentations agree exactly are shown in green. Masked areas are black.

The underlying image is difficult to see well because of the difficulties of balancing

all of the different colors, but the figures are only intended to show the basic idea of

what that primitive and reference segmentations look like.
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Figure 4.1 LaclO8a_Subl primitive boundary overlay. Primitive
boundaries in blue. Reference boundaries in red. Boundaries where
they are in exact agreement in green. Masked areas in black.

Figure 4.2 LaclO9_Subl primitive boundary overlay.



Figure 4.3 LacI26Subl primitive boundary overlay.

Figure 4.4 Lac127_Subl primitive boundary overlay.
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Results of region merging with heuristic segmentation evaluation functions

In this section we will use three types of plots to show the results of region merging

with heuristic evaluation functions. In each of the plots, scores are shown for each

step in the merge sequence. One plot shows the running Q score for all of the

saliency functions on a given image. The second type of plot shows the same thing

for the nonQ score. The third type of plot shows a number of things about just one

saliency function on a single image. It shows four things: the running Q and nonQ

true positive scores, and two kinds of region sizes as a percentage of the total image

size.

The Q score represents the best reachable score from the current configuration if

merging continues. The nonQ score represents the score for the current

configuration, that is, the score that would result from stopping the process at this

point. The region sizes show the size of the smaller region of the two regions being

merged on a given merge and the size of the merged region. The running plots of

region sizes give insight into the merging strategy of each of the saliency functions.

A good heuristic evaluation function must have high scores in both the Q and nonQ

measures when it reaches the best stopping point in the merge sequence. Since the

Q function represents the best reachable score at any point, it must stay high
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throughout the sequence. The nonQ function only has to be high at the stopping

point and different functions could use different strategies to achieve that. For

example, a heuristic that behaved like the nonQ reference driver would achieve it

by increasing the nonQ score almost linearly from the beginning, while one

modeled on the Q reference driver would be much more conservative and only

increase its nonQ score at the very end of the sequence.

Over all 6 images, all of the heuristics perform uniformly poorly. We will show the

plots for the image where they performed the best, Lacl26. Since we are not trying

to claim that these are good algorithms we are not in danger of overgeneralizing

claims of good performance by choosing the best result. We chose this particular

image because the values on the plots are spread out a little more and are therefore,

easier to read.

The relationships between the curves and their general behavior is very similar

across all of the images. The scores are just lower on the other images. We are

more interested in the relative performance of the functions rather than their

absolute values.

Figure 4.7 shows the running nonQ scores for each of the saliency functions on

image Lacl26. The SymDiff_Q function does best, since all correct merges result
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Figure 4.7 Running .ionQ scores for all saliency functions on image
Lac126. The scores represent the true positive segmentation score
calculated using the SyrnDifLnonQ measure at each step of the
merge sequence when following the specffied saliency function. The
nonQ score is a measure of the score for the segmentation if the
merging process stopped at that point (as opposed to the Q score
which would represent the best reachable score if merging continued
from that point).

in no loss in the total score and therefore have the same saliency, 0. All merges that

should not be done have a saliency greater than 0. The merger does all of the 0's

first. As soon as it starts merging the non-O's, the score crashes. The

SymDiff_nonQ function does almost as well, but since it is immediately greedy, it

occasionally chooses an action that increases its current score at the expense of the

best score possible. This is where SymDiff_Q's long range knowledge shows
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itself. [Note that nonQ is more robust in that if we interrupt it at a random point, it

usually gives a better result.1

Note that neither function achieves a perfect score of 1.0, because the primitive

segmentation does not have a combination that perfectly overlays the reference

segmentation. This is commonly the case for things like boundaries in the

reference segmentation that are drawn through ecotones where the edge detector

can't find an edge to follow.

The best scores of the heuristic functions are all significantly worse than the

reference functions. Minimum reconstruction achieves a maximum score near 0.4,

MeanGrey near 0.25, and mumford near 0.15. Random does better than all of the

heuristics for the first 1400 merges and always better than Mumford. This suggests

that we should probably try different values of the weight parameter for Mumford,

however this better score for Random in relation to all of the heuristics is deceptive.

Figure 4.8 helps to explain.

Figure 4.8 shows the best reachable score at any time, and we can see that Random

quickly plummets below all other scores. This indicates that it is gathering points

in the nonQ score by being extremely aggressive and merging things it should not

merge in the long run. It improves its immediate score by accidentally grabbing
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Figure 4.8 Running Q scores for all saliency functions on image Lacl26. The scores
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some pixels that should be merged but are not merged by the other functions until

much later in the sequence.

This figure points out a useful characteristic of the minimum reconstruction

algorithm. The best reachable score for minimum reconstruction is only slightly

below that of SymDiff_Q and SymDiff_nonQ for about half of the merge sequence.

This means that we could run the region merger to the point where it had merged

half of the regions without losing much in the best reachable score. This suggests
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that even though region merging may not be good enough to use as a final

optimizer, the minimum reconstruction function may be useful in reducing the

complexity of the segmentation problem before handing it to a slower but more

effective combinatorial optimizer.

If we consider the optimization problem as a vector of bits where each bit

represents the boundary between a pair of regions and there are m such boundaries

in the primitive segmentation, then there are 2 possible segmentations. We can't

predict exactly how many links will be removed for each region merged, but if

reducing the number of regions by half reduced the number of links by

approximately half, then we would have reduced the search problem to 2' instead

of 2. The increased difficulty of the significantly large search problem may result

in a much greater loss in final score than that induced by the reconstruction. While

we cannot claim that this result generalizes beyond this image set, the gain here

indicates that it is worth investigating in other image sets and applications.

The remaining figures 4.9 through 4.14 show the different merge strategies of each

function. All of the functions except SymDiff_nonQ work in a breadth-first fashion

for the first half of the merge sequence. SymDiff_Q continues this strategy until

the very tail end of the sequence (Figure 4.10). Mumford works in a similar fashion

though it does not work on regions that are as consistently small as SymDiff_Q



(Figure 4.13). MinRecon also works on very small regions for the first three

quarters of the process, but finishes by jumping around between large and small

regions (Figure 4.12). MeanGrey is the most extreme of the heuristics in its

merging of large regions. In the last half of the merge sequence, it jumps back and

forth between very small and very large regions (Figure 4.14). SymDiff_nonQ's

behavior is unlike that of any of the other functions. Right from the start, it picks

one region and keeps adding small regions to it for a long time until it is fairly

large, then switches to another small region and repeats the process, giving a

sawtooth look to the plot (Figure 4.11).

The different strategies are worth noting because they have a big impact on the

speed of the algorithm. For example, in some cases, SymDiff_nonQ is doing over

100,000 saliency computations on the same image that SymDiff_Q is doing

approximately 15,000 and MinRecon is doing approximately 30,000. Constantly

adding to a large region that has many neighbors means that each of the saliencies

of boundaries with the neighbors has to be recalculated every time the large region

soaks up a neighbor, no matter how small. While a good heuristic is not required to

adopt a particular one of these strategies to reach a good final score, strategies that

tend to merge smaller regions will be more computationally efficient in the total

number of saliency calculations performed.



In this chapter, we have briefly reviewed the segmentation literature, given the

reasoning behind using region merging over a watershed segmentation as a

framework for our experiments, and shown the results of a number of experiments

using both heuristic and reference-based evaluation functions. Given that none of

the heuristics performs very well, we need to look at some of the reasons for this

failure (besides the fact that the images are difficult even for a person to segment).

That will be the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Region Merging Failure Analysis

We can imagine two different reasons for the failure of the heuristic evaluation

functions in region merging: the greediness of region merging and the quality of the

evaluation function. In this chapter we examine these possibilities. First, we show

that there are inherent limitations in the expressive power of the region merging

formulation that make it nearly impossible for it to succeed without learning an

evaluation function. Then we briefly consider whether this function would have to be

learned exactly or could be approximated. Finally, we look at the quality of each

evaluation function in terms of how well they rank the different merges compared to

the rankings given by the symmetric difference functions.

Representation power of region merging algorithms

One way to explain these results is if we rephrase region merging in a bit vector form

that allows us to measure what part of the space of possible segmentations they can

represent. Any segmentation can be described by identifying which regions are to be

merged with their neighbors. (This view extends down to the level of pixels if treat

each pixel as a region.)



We can construct a bit vector consisting of one bit for the boundary between each

adjacent region pair. We can then describe a particular segmentation by setting each

bit to 0 or 1 depending on whether the corresponding boundary in the segmentation is

split or merged.

Given a particular primitive segmentation with n boundaries, there is a maximum of 2

possible settings of all the bits and therefore, 2 possible segmentations of that image

from that primitive segmentation. There may be different bit vectors that induce the

same segmentation and make the realized maximum less than 2. For example, if we

consider a donut and cut it in two places, there will be two boundaries but gluing one

of them back together joins the whole donut back into one region regardless of

whether the other boundary is glued or not. However, this reduction in the number of

possible segmentations is not guaranteed, so we will consider the worst case, 2.

Now, consider any deterministic, irreversible process that begins with the bit vector set

to all 0's and progressively sets bits in the merge vector to one. By deterministic, we

mean that the bits will always be turned on in the same order given the same input. By

irreversible, we mean that if all bits are initially set to 0, once a bit is set to 1, it cannot

be reset to 0.



For each bit in the vector, we can keep track of the merge step number when it is set to

1 in the process. If we run the process starting from the primitive segmentation until

all regions have been merged (i.e., the bit vector is set to all 1's), then we can sort the

bit vector by the merge step numbers when they were turned on. Now we can see that

we can step through the reordered bit vector successively turning on bits that represent

the segmentation achieved at each stage of the process. However, what we find is that

at any given point in the sequence, all bits below the current bit are turned on and all

bits above it are turned off.

From this we see that we are unable to represent any bit vector that is not a string of l's

followed by a string of 0's. In the most expressive case, we would turn just one bit on

at each merge step. Since there are n bits in the vector, there is a maximum of only n

possible bit vectors that we can express and therefore, in our application, only n

possible segmentations that we can express. This means that for any given primitive

segmentation, a deterministic, irreversible segmenter can only represent n / 2 possible

segmentations.

This fraction goes to zero so quickly that we can represent less than 1% of the possible

segmentations of an image with only 10 boundaries in the primitive segmentation. In

the small ecological images used in this study, it is common to have several thousand

boundaries in the primitive segmentation.



The implication of this result is that any evaluation function that has a fixed bias (i.e.,

merge order) that cannot adapt to the specific application and image set, has virtually

no chance of getting the segmentation correct unless it was the bias used to create the

segmentation. To have any hope of getting the segmentation correct, the bias of the

function must be able to adapt, which suggests that we need to learn a problem-

specific evaluation function.

The Gates Model: Optimally Greedy Behavior Using Inside Information in a

Noisy Environment

Since region merging is a greedy optimization algorithm, we know that it can make

bad long-term decisions to satisfy its desire for short-term rewards. In SymDifLQ and

SymDiffnonQ we have shown two different evaluation functions that were able to

circumvent the consequences of this greed by cheating and using their knowledge of

the correct answer. This shows that greed by itself is not sufficient to ruin the region

merger and we might want to try to learn one of these functions so that we can be

optimally greedy. However, we know that learning is not going to be 100% correct

and that raises the question, can region merging work if the learned evaluation

function does not learn the saliencies perfectly?



Since the region merger's decisions are based on the ordering of the saliencies rather

than on their specific values, we would guess that there would be some tolerance for

error in a learned function. If it gets the values wrong, but orders them correctly, then

the region merger will produce the same result.

We examine the question of tolerance by taking the SymDiff_Q function and

damaging it to different degrees while it is driving the region merger. If we still get

good results even after damaging, then that is one piece of evidence in favor of the

utility of a

1
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learned evaluation function.

Figure 5.1 Running nonQ scores for damaged SymDiff_Q saliencies
compared to scores for heuristic saliencies



As a test, we ran the region merger using a modified version of the SymDiff_Q

saliency function. In the modified version, whenever the region merger called the

Symfliff_Q saliency function, we took the true saliency returned by that function and

added a random value to it according to the following:

where

effective_saliency = true_saliency + (r * y * true_saliency),

true_saliency SyniDiff_Q saliency,

y = fraction of allowed error,

r = random number E [0,1].

The region merger then used the effective saliency in building the queue of merges.

Figure 5.1, shows the nonQ scores for tests where y= 0.5 and 1.0. It also shows the

behavior of the SymDiff_Q function ("undamaged") and the heuristic functions for

comparison. We found that we could damage the saliency values by as much as 100%

of their true values and still have virtually the same performance as the original

SymDiff_Q function.

This shows that we do not have to be able to learn a perfect evaluation function to get

good performance. However, our damage model doesn't necessarily bear any

relationship to the kinds of errors that a learning algorithm would make, so we can't
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use this result to imply that we will be able to learn a good function.

Quality of the Heuristic Evaluation Functions

The preceding discussion about learning and ranks vs. values, raises the question of

how well the heuristic functions rank saliencies compared to the ranking given by the

reference-based functions Q and nonQ. The heuristic evaluation functions could be

failing because they don't do a good job of approximating the reference function.

Rank correlation of heuristic evaluation functions

To analyze the ranking behavior of the heuristic functions, we recorded every saliency

computed by every saliency function during a given merge sequence and computed the

rank correlation of the heuristic functions with the reference-based functions. We can

do this because we constructed the region merger so that it can run all of the saliency

functions in parallel to compute their different saliency values for a given boundary as

the merger follows one particular saliency function.

The table beginning on page 94 shows the Spearman rank correlations for each of the

saliency functions when correlated with the Q and nonQ saliencies running under each

different driving saliency functions on the Lacl26 image. (As before, these values are

consistent with those across the other test images and we will not repeat the values for
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all of the different images here.) Values above 0.7 are marked in red and values

between 0.5 and 0.7 are marked in blue. All values below 0.5 are shown in black.

For the full merge sequence, there is only one correlation greater than 0.7, the

correlation of Q and nonQ when running under the nonQ driver. The only other

correlation above 0.5 is the correlation of MinRecon with Q, also under the nonQ

driver. This shows that in general there is poor positive correlation among the ranks of

the heuristic saliency functions with respect to the reference saliency functions. This

suggests that they are failing because they do not reflect the bias of the specific

application in their attempt to capture generalities of what makes a good segmentation.

A different view of the problem is that these functions may be appropriate at some

points in the merge process but not others. In particular, the statistics of the tiny

regions at the start of the merge process may not be reflective of the statistics of the

final regions that should incorporate them. For example, there may be small, localized

differences in average grey level that would prevent a merge when the tiny region is

actually just a small aberration in a much larger region.

We tested this hypothesis by computing the same rank correlations over just the last

quarter of the merge sequence for the Q and nonQ drivers. These values are also

shown in the table and are labeled "Last quarter of merge sequence." The assumption

in this calculation is that by the last quarter of the merge sequence, regions are much
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larger and if small sample size was the problem with a heuristic, then it will have a

much better chance to rank correctly during this part of the merge. Note that the

saliencies that we are correlating are only ones that are calculated in the last quarter;

none of the previously calculated saliencies left on the queue are included in the

computation.

In the last quarter calculations, only one of the values changed dramatically, that is, the

correlation between Q and nonQ under the Q driver. It increased from 00.448 to 0.839.

This is probably due to the fact that early in the sequence the nonQ saliency function is

trying to avoid both false positives and false negatives while Q is not worried about

false negatives at all. Later in the sequence, nonQ has to take more conservative steps to

avoid adding to its false positives and so its bias is more in line with that of the Q

function.

In conclusion, in this chapter we have given a proof showing that deterministic,

irreversible segmentation algorithms like region merging have such a weak capacity for

representing the space of segmentations that they can probably only be effective if they

can learn an evaluation function to adapt to a given problem. We then showed that if we

do try to learn an evaluation function, at least one kind of error in the approximation of

the SymDiff_Q function still allows the region merger to perform well. Finally, we

showed that there is very little correlation in the ranks of the heuristic functions and the

reference functions which may explain their poor performance.



Speannan Rank Correlations for saliencies computed while segmenting Lac126.

Q driver Q driver
Full merge sequence Last quarter of merge sequence

Spearman Spearman
R p-level R p-level

Q & nonQ 0.448 0.000 Q & nonQ 0.839 0.000

Q &Mumford 0.117 0.000 Q & Mumford 0.141 0.000

Q &MinRecon 0.347 0.000 Q & MinRecon 0.401 0.000

Q &MeanGrey 0.172 0.000 Q & MeanGrey 0.221 0.000

Q & Random -0.010 0.362 Q & Random -0.022 0.236

nonQ & Mumford -0.327 0.000 nonQ &Mumford 0.075 0.000
nonQ & MinRecon 0.099 0.000 nonQ &MinRecon 0.315 0.000
nonQ & MeanGrey 0.126 0.000 nonQ &MeanGrey 0.252 0.000
nonQ & Random -0.013 0.273 nonQ & Random -0.026 0.17 1

Mumford & MmRecon -0.252 0.000 Mumford &MinRecon -0.373 0.000
Mumford &MeanGrey -0.123 0.000 Mumford &MeanGrey -0.064 0.001
Mumford & Random -0.003 0.770 Mumford & Random 0.005 0.775

MinRecon & MeanGrey 0.198 0.000 MinRecon &MeanGrey 0.246 0.000
MinRecon & Random 0.011 0.330 MinRecon & Random 0.013 0.493

MeanGrey & Random -0.001 0.909 MeanGrey & Random -0.009 0.63 1

Note: Spearman R > 0.7 in red. Spearman R between 0.5 and 0.7 in blue.



Spearman Rank Correlations for saliencies computed while segmenting Lac126 (continued)

NonQ driver NonQ driver
Full merge sequence Last quarter of merge sequence

Spearman Spearman
R p-level R p-level

Q & nonQ 0.800 0.000 Q & nonQ 0.860 0.000

Q & Mumford -0.172 0.000 Q &. Mumford 0.318 0.000

Q &MinRecon 0.612 0.000 Q & MinRecon 0.572 0.000

Q &MeanGrey 0.237 0.000 Q & MeanGrey 0.168 0.000

Q & Random -0.009 0.406 Q & Random 0.001 0.925

nonQ & Mumford -0.394 0.000 nonQ &Mumford 0.145 0.000
nonQ &MinRecon 0.442 0.000 nonQ &MinRecon 0.453 0.000
nonQ &MeanGrey 0.185 0.000 nonQ &MeanGrey 0.186 0.000
nonQ & Random -0.014 0.234 nonQ & Random -0.008 0.537

Mumford &MinRecon -0.337 0.000 Mumford &MinRecon -0.066 0.000
Mumford &MeanGrey -0.182 0.000 Mumford &MeanGrey -0.243 0.000
Mumford & Random 0.004 0.704 Mumford & Random 0.008 0.554

MinRecon & MeanGrey 0.195 0.000 MinRecon &MeanGrey 0.165 0.000
MinRecon & Random -0.009 0.408 MinRecon & Random -0.003 0.846

MeanGrey & Random -0.005 0.67 1 MeanGrey & Random -0.008 0.542

Note: Spearman R > 0.7 in red. Spearman R between 0.5 and 0.7 in blue.



Spearman Rank Correlations for saliencies computed while segmenting Lac126 (continued)

Random driver MinRecon driver
Full merge sequence Full merge sequence

Spearman Spearman
R p-level R p-level

Q &. nonQ 0.366 0.000 Q & nonQ 0.374 0.000

Q & Mumford -0.001 0.926 Q &Mumford 0.049 0.000

Q & MinRecon 0.306 0.000 Q & MinRecon 0.396 0.000

Q & MeanGrey -0.061 0.000 Q & MeanGrey 0.153 0.000

Q & Random -0.009 0.421 Q & Random 0.019 0.139

nonQ & Mumford -0.376 0.000 nonQ & Mumford -0.382 0.000
nonQ & MinRecon 0.053 0.000 nonQ & MinRecon 0.011 0.407
nonQ & MeanGrey 0.074 0.000 nonQ & MeanGrey 0.103 0.000
nonQ & Random -0.001 0.943 nonQ & Random 0.010 0.462

Mumford &MinRecon -0.264 0.000 Mumford & MinRecon -0.037 0.005
Mumford & MeanGrey -0.092 0.000 Mumford & MeanGrey -0.109 0.000
Mumford & Random -0.007 0.526 Mumford & Random 0.001 0.923

MinRecon &MeanGrey -0.005 0.652 MinRecon & MeanGrey 0.232 0.000
MinRecon & Random -0.027 0.017 MinRecon & Random 0.026 0.047

MeanGrey & Random 0.003 0.764 MeanGrey & Random 0.010 0.463

Note: Spearman R > 0.7 in red. Spearman R between 0.5 and 0.7 in blue.



Spearman Rank Correlations for saliencies computed while segmenting Lac126 (continued)

Mumford driver MeanGrey
Full merge sequence Full merge sequence

Q &nonQ
Q & Mumford
Q & MinRecon
Q & MeanGrey
Q & Random

nonQ & Mumford
nonQ & MinRecon
nonQ & MeanGrey
nonQ & Random

Mumford & MinRecon
Mumford & MeanGrey
Mumford & Random

MinRecon & MeanGrey
MinRecon & Random

MeanGrey & Random

Spearman
R p-level

0.111 0.000
0.074 0.000
0.165 0.000
0.094 0.000
0.001 0.941

-0.634 0.000
0.056 0.000
0.162 0.000

-0.022 0.058

-0.326 0.000
-0.140 0.000
0.017 0.140

0.093 0.000
0.015 0.208

0.018 0.119

Q &nonQ
Q & Mumford

Q & MinRecon

Q & MeanGrey

Q & Random

nonQ & Mumford
nonQ & MinRecon
nonQ & MeanGrey
nonQ & Random

Mumford & MinRecon
Mumford & MeanGrey
Mumford & Random

MinRecon & MeanGrey
MinRecon & Random

MeanGrey & Random

Note: Spearman R > 0.7 in red. Spearman R between 0.5 and 0.7 in blue.

Spearman
R p-level

0.316 0.000
0.067 0.000
0.161 0.000
0.262 0.000

-0.002 0.876

-0.438 0.000
0.065 0.000

-0.042 0.000
0.013 0.259

-0.312 0.000
0.069 0.000

-0.003 0.820

0.066 0.000
0.000 0.979

0.000 0.970

-a



Chapter 6

Hand Segmentation Tool

The same digitizing tedium that makes environmental researchers want an automated

segmenter also makes them not want to sit down for hours and produce training data

for learning algorithms or to evaluate the segmentations induced by their own

classification procedures. In image understanding, good labeled data sets are very

difficult to find. Consequently, the evaluation of published results is often limited to a

single image or a small set of images that the researcher has access to rather than a

broad range of image types. Moreover, in ecological image processing, two

researchers seldom use the same images, so it is very difficult to compare the quality

of their procedures even when they do have reference data for their images. In other

sub-disciplines of machine learning, there are shared repositories of training and test

data available to all researchers, and this greatly facilitates progress (Murphy & Aha,

1994).

As long as it remains difficult to create reference segmentations by hand, there is likely

to be little progress in evaluating segmentations of aerial images, much less making

them available to the research community as a whole. In this chapter we describe a

prototype graphical interface that we built to make it easier to generate segmentations

by hand.



The basic idea behind this interface is to avoid having to digitize the boundaries

around individual polygons. Instead, we take advantage of the data structures and

algorithms developed for the region merging studies. The software allows the user to

automatically create a segmentation and then edit that segmentation with the mouse.

The program does not use the normal method of digitizing the boundaries. Instead, it

represents segments as objects, and the user drags the mouse across extraneous

boundaries as if the mouse was popping balloons. Boundaries can also be replaced by

dragging back through them while holding the shift key down. These actions are much

faster and easier than clicking point-to-point to outline segment boundaries.

The program is not restricted to using the primitive segmentations created by the

segmentation algorithms described in this thesis. The program uses two segmentations

as input. One is a segmentation that will be considered the primitive segmentation

whose boundaries will be shown or removed. The other is an optional segmentation

that can be laid over the top of the primitive segmentation to initialize the

segmentation in the editor at a point where more of the regions have been merged.

This is often useful when the primitive segmentation is at a very fine scale whose

boundary following detail is worth preserving, but requires the user to drag through

too many boundaries to reach the desired level of detail. Overlaying a segmentation

from a less detailed scale will initially assign finer level boundaries inside its regions

to be merged, but still leave them available to be recovered by dragging through them

with the shift key down.
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One final feature of the interface is that it allows the user to create a pallette of classes

and colors associated with them. At any given time the user can set one of these

classes to be the "current class" and from that time on, whenever the user presses a

(user-specified) key, the segment containing the mouse pointer is assigned the current

class. The inside of the polygon's boundary is then displayed in the corresponding

color.

Example of using the prototype

Here are a few frames captured from the tool. The intent is to give the basic idea of

how the user interacts with the tool. This section is organized as a sequence of images

that show some of the variations of initial segmentations to edit, followed by several

editing steps on one of the initial segmentations:

Original image to be segmented

3 different initial segmentations generated by a computer program

Primitive, overly-detailed segmentation

Higher level initial segmentation

Much higher level initial segmentation

3 steps in editing one segmentation

First stroke with user interface

Continuing cleanup of same region

Nearly finished segmenting bright regions
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Note that the process of capturing and redisplaying the images has significantly

degraded the quality of the images shown here compared to what the user sees on the

screen. In particular, there is a great deal more detail visible in the original grey scale

images.

Each image from the interface shows the original grey scale image with segment

boundaries laid over it. There are 3 colors of lines:

Red lines show the segmentation originally drawn by a biologist hand

segmenting original prints of aerial photos with mylar overlays.

These lines were later digitized using a mouse and saved as a GIS layer.

Blue lines show an overly detailed segmentation automatically created

by a computer program.

Green lines show pixels where the two segmentations are in perfect

agreement.

In the real interface, only the blue lines would be visible, because the user would be

trying to generate a segmentation rather than match one. The other lines are only

shown here to give an indication of what we are trying to generate.

Initial image to segment

Figure 6.1 shows the image to be segmented. It is the base photo used throughout the

example in this chapter. Note that not all of this image was of interest to the biologist
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who originally segmented it. In the segmentations that follow, the parts of the image

that were not segmented by the biologist are blacked out.

Figure 6.1 Original image

Primitive segmentation

Figure 6.2 is an example of a segmentation that could be used as an initial input to the

hand segmentation aid. It was created using the watershed segmentation algorithm and

the morphological edge detector.



Figure 6.2 Primitive segmentation

Figure 6.3 Higher level thitial segmentation
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A higher level initial segmentation

Figure 6.3 is an example of the results of applying a reconstruction algorithm to the

primitive segmentation so that we can start from a segmentation with fewer regions if

we want. This is the segmentation that we will start from in the examples later in the

chapter.

A much higher level initial segmentation

Figure 6.4 is another reconstruction example to show what happens as we keep raising

the level of coarseness. We wifi not use this in the examples below, because it is too

coarse for what we want, but we could use it (or any other fully closed segmentation) if

that was appropriate to the our application.

Figure 6.4 Much higher level initial segmentation
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First stroke with user interface

We now examine a few snapshots from applying the interface to the 2nd segmentation

shown above. In the segmentation interface, the user holds the mouse button down and

drags the mouse across any segment boundary that should be deleted. As the mouse

crosses each boundary, the segment pops like a balloon. Figure 6.5 shows the result of

dragging the mouse in a single stroke along the axis of the long grey region in the

upper right of the image.

Figure 6,5 First stroke with user interface
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Continuing cleanup of same region

Figure 6.6 shows that a few more strokes of the mouse in the same region yield the

nearly complete segmentation of the full region. The small spines that left along the

edges of the region are artifacts of the prototype tool. In the prototype, the user can

press a button to clean up these spines. This would not be necessary in a production

version of the program.

Figure 6.6 Continuing cleanup of same region

Nearly finished segmenting bright regions

This final image shows the results of continuing to edit the relatively bright regions.

The important thing to notice here is how much the tool has simplified the process of
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creating a segmented image. It finds nearly all of the boundaries and accurately tracks

them. The segments that the user makes are frequently more precise and more

consistent than if the user was required to hand-digitize every boundary of every region.

Figure 6.7 Nearly finished segmenting bright regions

Advantages of the software

This software greatly reduces the amount of time required to segment an image and

produces smoother, more consistent boundaries that lack the typical straight line

polygonal approximation of normal digitizing. It also makes it easy to correct mistakes

made during that process, since the user can hold the shift key down and drag back

through a boundary to turn it on again. The user can easily create reference

segmentations for training data or they can correct mistakes made by the optimizing

segmenter. This ability to correct mistakes made by the optimizer is also useful as



segmenter. This ability to correct mistakes made by the optimizer is also useful as

another source of training data for machine learning, since the interface can track the

changes made by the user as they work.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

it is necessary to begin by addressing a major misconception, namely,
that the whole problem is essentially trivial. The history of computer
speech and image recognition projects, like the history of AT, is a long
one of ambitious projects which attained their goals with carefully
tailored artificial input but which failed as soon as more of the
complexities of real world data were present. The source of this
misconception, I believe, is our subjective impression of perceiving
instantaneously and effortlessly the significance of the patterns in a
signal, e.g., the word being spoken or which face is being seen.

David Mumford
(Mumford, 1992)

This thesis has attempted to address exactly these real world complexities and has

continued the long history of finding great difficulty in those complexities. Our

experiments with various evaluation functions in a region merging framework showed

all of them to be grossly deficient in segmenting the ecological images studied here

and we have not offered a replacement that repairs these deficiencies. But, as

Mumford says, it is a much harder problem than our eyes would lead us to believe.

Ecological imagery is especially difficult, because ecotone boundaries are difficult for

current edge detectors to identify.
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However, we have taken a step in the direction of improving the spatial accuracy of

maps generated from ecological imagery through our analysis of various aspects of the

behavior and construction of segmentation evaluation functions, and we have

demonstrated the importance of evaluating spatial error rather than just classification

error. Below, we give our conclusions for each of the research questions raised in the

introduction and discuss the significance of these results.

Is the measurement of classification accuracy sufficient to characterize spatial

error in land cover maps?

Our experiments with a set of artificially generated landscapes containing varying

degrees of misclassification error demonstrated that in the types of landscapes shown

in those experiments, significant variation in and amplification of error in the

measurement of the average patch compaction metric can occur at even low levels of

classification error. Moreover, the common practice of smoothing the output of per

pixel classifications by aggregating them into minimum mapping units increased the

error in the landscape metric even as it decreased the overall classification error.

Since these landscapes are artificial and designed specifically to encourage error in the

calculation of the APC metric over maps containing misclassifications, the results do

not necessarily generalize to other landscapes and error matrices. However, they do
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provide a counterexample to any general claim that a good classification score

necessarily implies that spatial measures computed over that classification will be

good as well.

The number and complexity of interactions among causal factors for errors in

landscape metrics suggests that more work needs to be done to investigate exactly

what kinds of landscapes and classification errors do and do not produce distortions in

landscape metrics as well as the nature and magnitudes of any distortions. The choice

and design of landscape metrics needs to be guided by more than just the descriptive

power of the metric relative to the ecological question of interest. The choice also

needs to be guided by the robustness of the metric with respect to the distribution of

error in the base map from which it is calculated as well as the geometry, connectivity,

and class adjacency relationships in the landscape represented by that map.

Is there a segmentation evaluation function for use in an optimizer that is

guaranteed to find the correct segmentation with respect to a given reference

segmentation?

We have defined and demonstrated two reference-based segmentation evaluation

functions, SymDiff_Q and SymDiff_nonQ, that achieve near optimal performance on

the imagery used in this thesis when embedded in a region merging algorithm. We
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believe that the SymDiff_Q algorithm should provide optimal performance, but have

not yet proved that. Specifying these functions is important because it shows that the

primary limitation of region merging algorithms is not that they employ a greedy

algorithm, but that they lack a good evaluation function.

Even though these functions cannot be used in a real region merger because they

require knowledge of the correct segmentation, they provide possible targets for a

learning algorithm. To our knowledge, no such target function has been demonstrated

before.

We have also shown that the SyniDiff_Q function is robust with respect to uniform

noise within a window whose size is scaled according to the value of the evaluation

function. Specifically, in our images we found that randomly damaging the

SymDiff_Q value by up to 100% of its true value caused virtually no degradation in

the performance of the region merger. This is important because we know that no

learning algorithm is likely to learn a function exactly, so robustness with respect to

approximation of the function is necessary. However, our result should not be taken

too far. The uniform and value-dependent noise that we introduced is not the only

type of error that could be introduced by a function approximator. Our result just

shows that there is room for error, since the function only needs to rank values

correctly rather than exactly match the correct values.
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Another point of interest is that the SymDiff_Q function is particularly unusual in its

ability to capture the notion of deferred long-term reward. All other functions that we

have seen in region merging segmentation algorithms only address immediate reward.

This difference means that a greedy algorithm (i.e., one that attempts to maximize its

immediate reward) can be fooled into behaving in a non-greedy fashion through

careful design of its evaluation function.

This function also raises important issues for reinforcement learning algorithms that

attempt to learn evaluation functions for sequential decision processes. Typically,

these algorithms must learn the evaluation function by some variation on choosing

actions and following them to their conclusion to determine the long-term reward.

This exploration and allocation of credit to the appropriate actions is a very costly

process. SymDiff_Q allows an immediate calculation of (a very good approximation

to) the long-term reward for an action without having to follow the sequence of actions

to its conclusion. This makes it possible to attempt to use conventional supervised

learning methods to approximate the evaluation function rather than the more costly

reinforcement techniques. This steps into a whole new sub-field of supervised

reinforcement learning problems.
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How do existing heuristic segmentation evaluation functions perform on aerial

images of ecological interest where a correct segmentation has been defined?

We have shown that three such functions: Mean grey level, Mumford-Shah, and

Minimum Reconstruction perform poorly across all images in our data set with none

ever achieving a symmetric difference score above 0.4 on any image. However, we

found that morphological reconstruction suffered very small losses in the SymDiff_Q

long term reward function over the first half of the merging process. This suggests

that we may be able to start a more powerful combinatorial optimizer after using

reconstruction to reduce the complexity of the search from something like 2fl? to 2

where in is the number of boundaries in the primitive segmentation.

Can we explain the behavior of simple segmentation algorithms like region

merging based on theoretical and empirically measured characteristics of the

algorithm and the evaluation functions it employs?

We have given a proof showing that any deterministic, irreversible segmentation

algorithm like region merging can only represent n out of 2' possible segmentations

for a primitive segmentation containing n boundaries. This is such a weak capacity for

representing the space of segmentations that these algorithms can probably only be

effective if they operate in an environment that very closely matches their bias. This
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suggests that they probably need to learn an evaluation function to adapt to a given

problem.

We also showed that there is very little correlation between the rankings assigned to

saliencies by the given heuristic functions and the reference functions. Since the entire

optimization process was driven by these rankings, that suggests an explanation for

their poor performance.

Are there useful ways of simplifying the hand segmentation of reference

segmentations for use either as training data for learning algorithms or directly

for analysis of ecological issues?

We built and demonstrated a prototype graphical interface to the segmentation

algorithms described earlier that allows a user to edit segments as existing objects rather

than to explicitly digitize each boundary in the image. This software greatly reduces the

amount of time required to segment an image and produces smoother, more consistent

boundaries that lack the typical straight line polygonal approximation of normal

digitizing. It allows the user to easily create reference segmentations for training data

and to correct mistakes made by the optimizing segmenter.
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Contributions

This research makes a number of contributions to research and computer science:

methodology for analyzing segmentation evaluation functions for evaluation of

maps, for comparison of algorithms, and for use inside an optimizer;

quantitative evaluation of the performance of several different segmentation

evaluation functions (instead of classification algorithms);

evaluation on multiple ecologically-significant images with known

segmentations instead of on toy problems or on simple images without

reference segmentations;

evidence of the need for evaluation of spatial error in classified images, that is,

a counterexample to any claim that a good classification score necessarily

implies that a good segmentation is induced by that classification;

a proof quantifying the weakness in representational power of deterministic,

irreversible segmentation algorithms such as region merging and

morphological reconstruction;

reference-based segmentation measures that may be useful targets for learning

evaluation functions for future improvement to segmentation algorithms;

programs to compute a number of heuristic and reference-based evaluation

functions in both one-time and incremental forms;

a prototype graphical user interface for hand segmentation of images; and

a fully developed test image set with original images, reference segmentations,

masks, and primitive segmentations for use by combinatorial optimizers.
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Future Work

As with most research, this work has raised more questions than it has answered.

There are many questions about whether it is possible to learn reference-based

segmentation evaluation functions well enough to make them useful. There is also

much work to be done in examining segmentation evaluation functions inside more

powerful optimizers than the simple region merging algorithms tested here.

New datasets are another area that needs a lot of attention. The results in this thesis

are restricted to a single set of images from a single domain because of the difficulty in

finding data with reference segmentations. The lack of reference segmentations and

even shared images to make results comparable among researchers in ecological image

analysis is a major stumbling block to advances in this field. The development of a

repository like the UC frvine machine learning repository would be a major, and

seemingly straightforward, contribution to the field.

The hand segmentation tool described here could use all kinds of practical

improvements to make it more useful to ecological researchers. There are the obvious

things like zooming and panning capabilities and increased speed, but there are other

more fundamental additions that would be very useful. In particular, like most

problems, there is no one best solution for every situation. It is often the case that it

would be easier to quickly draw a boundary around a large region and merge all of the

primitive segments inside and then refine the boundary afterwards. This is not
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possible now since the user has to pop every balloon inside. Integrating something

like the Intelligent Scissors algorithm (Mortensen & Barrett, 1998), which rapidly

snaps to the nearest perceived boundary starting from a small number of points, would

probably be very helpful to the user.

Another area where there is no one best solution is the evaluation functions

themselves. The symmetric difference evaluation functions are completely focused on

area and give no information about whether other characteristics of regions are

accurately captured by a segmentation, for example, perimeter length or compactness.

It may be that a whole suite of functions is required to characterize a segmentation's

spatial accuracy. Finding a minimal set of such functions to use both for end-result

evaluation and for multiobjective evaluation inside an optimizer may be an important

question.

All of the reference segmentations discussed in this thesis are assumed to be created by

human interpreters (though there is nothing that mathematically requires that). As

mentioned earlier, there is often significant variation in human segmentations both

among and within interpreters. We need experiments to measure and characterize this

variation to be able to know what is even a reasonable expectation for segmentation

algorithms. if two people cannot agree with each other more than 60% of the time on

a set of segmentations, can and should we expect a program to do better?
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A final area of interest is the interaction between segmentation and classification.

People make great use of expectations in both classifying and segmenting. If you

believe that you are looking at a fruitcake, you will probably ignore any information in

the image that suggests the segment is triangular, and vice versa. Given exactly the

same features, is it easier to segment an image given estimates of the classes of the

pixels and correspondingly, can classifying segments improve per pixel classification

scores?
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